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“Robinson is an author with amazing empathy, a snare-trap ear for dialogue, and a clear eye for
the telling detail.”—Michael ConnellyOne of the world's greatest suspense writers returns with
the 27th novel featuring the legendary detective Alan Banks in the mystery series Stephen King
calls “the best now on the market.” When property developer Connor Clive Blaydon is found
dead, Detective Superintendent Alan Banks and his Yorkshire team dive into the investigation.
As luck would have it, someone had installed a cache of spy-cams all around his luxurious
home. The team hope that they’ll find answers—and the culprit—among the video
recordings. Instead of discovering Connor’s murderer, however, the grainy and blurred footage
reveals another crime: a brutal rape. If they can discover the woman’s identity, it could lead to
more than justice for the victim; it could change everything the police think they know about
Connor and why anyone would want him dead.Meanwhile, tensions are rising between Banks
and his friend, Zelda. A super recognizer—able to recognize faces significantly better than most
people—Zelda is determined to bring the men who abused her to justice. But stirring up the
murky waters of the past will put her in far greater danger than ever before, and Banks worries
that he won’t be able to stop her from plunging too deep before it’s too late.

About the AuthorPeter Robinson, author of the award-winning Inspector Banks novels, has won
the Anthony, Barry, Macavity, Martin Beck, and Arthur Ellis awards, among others. The Inspector
Banks novels have been named a Publisherss Weekly Best Book of the Year, a New York Times
Notable Book, and a People magazine Page Turner of the Week. His novels have reached #1 on
the London Sunday Times bestsellers list and hit the New York Times expanded list of
bestsellers.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.Review"The plot, which also features a
Banks nemesis from the past, may be one of Robinson's knottiest...But Robinson pulls the
reader in with deft characterizations, powerfully understated action scenes, and strong locales--
while leaving space for this amateur musicologist's usual legion of song and album references.
The title of the book is taken from a Bob Dylan song included on the mortality-obsessed album
Time Out of Mind. For Robinson, it would seem, things can never get dark enough. A strong
addition to the Banks series that suggests tantalizing possibilities for the next installment."--
"Kirkus Reviews" --This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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Publisher1ZELDA HADN’T VISITED CHIȘINĂU SINCE SHE HAD BEEN abducted outside the
orphanage at the age of seventeen. And now she was back. She wasn’t sure how she was going
to find the man she wanted—she had no contacts in the city—but she did have one or two vague
ideas about where to begin.As she walked down Stefan cel Mare Boulevard, she noticed that
while many of the shops and their colourful facades were new, the wide pavements and road
surface were still cracked and pitted with potholes, and the old ladies in peasant skirts and
headscarves still sat under the trees gossiping and selling their belongings to make ends meet.
Spread out at their feet lay everything from articles of clothing to children’s toys and pink plastic
hairbrushes.The heat was oppressive, dry, and dusty. Zelda felt it burn in her chest as she
walked. And the smell of the sewer was never far away. She looked behind, not because she
seriously believed someone might be following her, but because such caution had become a
habit. All in all, she knew that she was much safer here in Chișinău than she was back in
Yorkshire, or London. She had been worried that Petar Tadić would work out that she had been
responsible for the death of his brother Goran, and that he would come to find her. But how
could he, she asked herself in more rational moments? Even if he discovered that a woman had
killed Goran, there was no reason why he should assume that was Zelda. Goran had abused a
lot of women. Why would his brother think for even a moment of that young, frightened Moldovan
girl they had raped and abused on a long drive across Romania over thirteen years ago?The
underpass Zelda took to get across the broad road was dark and scrawled with graffiti, mostly
swastikas and erect penises. The concrete steps going down were cracked and missing huge
chunks, making them awkward to negotiate. The passage was dark and smelled of urine. Zelda
picked up her pace, and when she emerged, it was into an altogether different part of Chișinău,
an urban wasteland of neglected grey Soviet tower blocks and swathes of sparse grass and
spindly trees. A couple of children were kicking a football around, and a scrawny dog lifted its leg
against a dead tree.There were signs of construction—huge piles of dirt, concrete blocks,
wooden rafters, metal bars—but the sites were deserted and the mechanical diggers idle. In the
midst of all this stood a brand new shopping centre opposite the crumbling blank-eyed stare of
the National Hotel. A luxury Intourist hotel in the Soviet era, and once the hottest party spot in
town, the National had been built in the late seventies and had stood empty for as long as Zelda
could remember. Its decayed grandeur was a cynical reminder of the faded glory of the old days.
In front of the hotel stretched a sunken area of dried up and litter-strewn fountains, now
overgrown with weeds and home to empty beer cans, broken bottles, used condoms,
McDonald’s wrappers, needles, and whatever other rubbish people tossed into it.Past the Beer



House and a row of travel agents and car rental outlets, Zelda wandered into the backstreets off
Constantin Negruzzi Boulevard, and before she knew it, she was standing on the very corner
from which she had been snatched.It was a narrow street by Chișinău standards, tree-lined, with
a mix of older, more elegant Russian-style buildings and modern uniform Soviet blocks, what
Zelda called Stalinist architecture. Everything was grey and pockmarked, chipped and pitted.
Very few cars passed by as she stood fixed to the spot. The old bar on the corner was gone,
turned into a brand new farmacie, complete with green neon cross, but the rest of the street was
much the same.There, all those years ago, with the dazzling promise of a great future, Zelda’s
life as she knew it had come to an end. She remembered seeing the small scuffed suitcase
break open on the cracked road surface, spilling what few possessions and memories of her
dead parents she had—her mother’s music box, her father’s scuffed leather wallet, the book
Zelda was reading—Bleak House—her clothes and the scrapbook and diaries she had diligently
kept over her years in the orphanage, and her father’s chipped shaving mug, which broke into
fragments when it hit the concrete.And the photographs. It had hurt most of all to lose the
photographs. While there were plenty taken with friends during her years at the orphanage, there
were only three that showed her parents. It was too long ago to remember the details, but she
did remember the day the suitcase arrived at the orphanage, only a few months after her
parents’ deaths in 1992. The contents of the case were the only remnants left of her life from
those days.One photograph showed her father, young and handsome with a shy smile, and
another her mother wearing a bikini on holiday in Odessa, with the Black Sea in the background,
pretending to strike a sexy pose and putting her hand over her mouth to stifle the laughter. The
third showed a stiff and formal family group in a studio portrait taken when Zelda was about
three. She sat on her mother’s knee, wearing what must have been her very best dress, hair
tumbling in ringlets over her shoulders, and her father stood, straight and serious, in his suit, one
hand on her mother’s shoulder and the other on Zelda’s. None of them smiled. All stared directly
at the camera.Zelda had expected that she would feel angry or sad when she returned to the
spot where she had lost everything, but all she felt was numbness. Whenever she had looked
back on the life that had been stolen, she had simmered with hatred, but now, at the very spot
where it had all begun, she felt nothing at all. She thought of all the cars that had driven by since
then, all the people who had walked there oblivious, none of them knowing what momentous
event had occurred there. Somehow, her own experience was lost in the ceaseless flow of
quotidian life, as if she were Icarus falling into the sea, while all around him everyone went on
ploughing their fields and tending their sheep.Now it was just a place, a street corner like any
other. Sometimes she wondered who had picked up the music box, her book, the diaries, the
wallet, and what they had made of it all. Had anyone actually seen her get taken?It wasn’t until
she approached the orphanage building itself that the full horror of the past hit her right between
the eyes, and she began to tremble at the power of the memory. The building was still there, an
early twentieth-century Russian construction in the classical style, of dark stone with rococo
touches. With its broad steps, small arched portico and chipped columns, it formed a contrast to



the monstrous towers surrounding it. The windows on the lower floor had been boarded up, but
the upper ones remained uncovered, jagged frames of broken glass.Zelda couldn’t stop
trembling, and the breath seemed to solidify in her chest. This had been her home between the
ages of four and seventeen. This was the place that had made her what she was, or what she
could have been. Now, though, it was a ruin, and so was she, and the irony didn’t escape her.
What the hell was she doing here, running away from the good life she had found, despite all the
odds, and from a good man, who was more than she deserved, seeking God only knew what?
Revenge? Atonement? Reconciliation?There were very few people about, and those who were
went about their business, heads down, not paying any attention to Zelda or to anyone else.
Trying to push the knot of troubling thoughts aside and to control her shakes and breathing, she
walked up the steps and, with a quick glance around her, shoved at the door. It didn’t budge. She
turned the heavy metal handle and pushed harder with her shoulder, and this time it made a
screeching sound, like fingernails on a blackboard, as it dragged across the tiled floor. Again,
Zelda glanced around to make sure no one had seen her, then she gave another shove and
found herself standing in the hall.She pushed the door shut behind her.WHEN THE day of
Tracy’s wedding dawned, Detective Superintendent Alan Banks awoke early to the sounds of
birdsong and the glare of bright sunshine through a chink in his curtains. Another perfect
midsummer day in an unbroken run of nearly two weeks. He ate a leisurely breakfast of toast
and marmalade in the conservatory, listening to the Brahms clarinet quintet on Radio 3 as he
glanced over the Guardian review section, then took his second cup of coffee out to the garden
to contemplate the day ahead.He had offered to pick up his parents from their sheltered housing
on the Northumberland coast but, fiercely independent as ever, his father had insisted that they
would make their own way down. Banks knew better than to argue.When the time came to get
ready, he dusted off his dark grey suit—thank God it wasn’t a morning-suit affair—and dressed.
It was to be an old-fashioned C of E wedding at St. Mary’s church, at the far end of Market
Street, not far from where the Banks family had lived when they first arrived in Eastvale. Old-
fashioned apart from the “obey” bit, Tracy had assured him, though he was to “give away” the
bride. He was nervous, as any father would be, but proud, too. His son Brian would be there, as
would his ex-wife Sandra—Tracy’s mother—with her husband Sean.Finally, he was ready, and
he went out to the car.He drove the familiar road with a light heart listening to Mendelssohn’s
Octet, which lifted his spirits even higher. He arrived in good time for a quick glass of red at the
Blue Monk before the bridal party was scheduled to meet at the church, just around the
corner.Outside the church, Banks met up with his parents and his son Brian. His mother fixed
him a buttonhole, then Tracy’s car arrived, and they decided they shouldn’t keep poor Mark
waiting too much longer. Everyone went inside except for Banks, Tracy, and the two
bridesmaids.Needless to say, Tracy looked gorgeous, and Banks felt a lump in his throat as he
walked down the aisle beside her and she smiled at him. Tracy had been the sort of child you
always wanted to be happy, to keep her innocence. Of course, that was impossible, and though
she had been a carefree child, she had lost her way for a while after university and veered



towards the dark side, but she had made it back. Now, when Banks looked at her, he saw a
grown-up woman, but he felt the same way as he had when she was a child. He could no more
protect her from the world now than he had done before—he knew he had been far from a
perfect father—but that was what he wished for her in his heart.As he walked down the aisle
beside Tracy, Banks felt as if he were floating through the moment, with faces drifting in and out
of vision as guests turned in their pews to catch a glimpse of the bride. Everything seemed
somehow unreal, in slow motion; even the swishing of Tracy’s wedding dress sounded like soft
waves against the shore. He saw Sandra from the corner of his eye, sitting with Sean on the front
row. She flashed him a quick smile. Then he saw his parents, his mother already with her hanky
out. Tracy gave his hand a squeeze when they got to the front and everyone took their places.
Tracy turned to Mark and smiled. He looks scared as hell, Banks thought.Everything went
smoothly, everyone got their lines right and it seemed that in no time they were all walking back
down the aisle.After the photographs and confetti, the crowd dispersed. The reception was to be
held over an hour later in the banquet room of the Burgundy Hotel, where most of the out-of-
town guests were staying for the night.Banks found himself walking close to Brian, Sandra, and
Sean down Market Street, past the end of the street where they used to live, and he was lost for
words. To him, Sandra appeared hardly any different than when she had left him. She had kept
her figure, and though her hair colour might have been bolstered with a few drops of one of
Boots’s concoctions, there was nothing false about its lustre. Her face seemed still relatively
unlined, her dark eyebrows nicely plucked. She wore a powder blue skirt and jacket over a plain,
silk white blouse. A St. Christopher on a silver chain around her neck was the only jewellery she
wore.Sandra and Sean edged away to talk to Mark’s mother and father, and Banks and Brian
slipped away to the Queen’s Arms for a quick drink before the reception.THE SILENCE inside
the ruined orphanage rang in Zelda’s ears, interrupted only by the distant motor of a car, shout of
a child, or bark of a dog. The place smelled musty with rotten wood, mould, dead leaves, and
stagnant water. For a while, Zelda just stood there as her eyes adjusted. Dust motes floated in
the pale light that came in through the broken windows on the upper level.Ahead of her, a broad
staircase led to the first and second floors, mostly dormitories and classrooms. Down here, on
the ground floor, had been the administrative offices, staffrooms, cafeteria, and communal areas
where the children could sit and chat, watch TV, play chess or table tennis. There was also an
assembly hall, where they gathered every morning for hymns and prayers.When Zelda could
see clearly, she noticed that the plaster was crumbling from the walls, and in places was
completely gone. The thick pile carpets that had once graced the stairs had rotted away to
stained tatters, and their patterns had faded. There had been paintings on the walls—nothing
special, just landscapes and portraits easy on the eyes—but they were all either gone now or
lying torn and broken on the floor. Even in here there was graffiti, the usual sort of crudities, and
the floors were strewn with rubbish. Somewhere in the distance she could hear water dripping.
Then she heard something skittering down one of the corridors. It wasn’t loud enough to be
another person. Probably just a rat.When Zelda moved, she realised she had been holding her



breath so long she was beginning to feel dizzy. She grabbed a banister and took a few deep
breaths. The wood felt as smooth under her palm as it had years ago, when she and her friends
had slid down, strictly against the rules. Olga. Vika. Axenia. Where were they all now? She knew
that the beautiful Iuliana had been sold, the same way she had, for they had met a couple of
years later in a brothel in Užice, in Serbia. Iuliana, her body and spirit broken, had told Zelda
about seeing Lupescu, the orphanage director, watching as she was taken in the street, and
drawing back inside as soon as he realised she had spotted him. Nothing was ever said or done
about it, and that was one reason Zelda thought he was to blame. Iuliana had killed herself soon
after their talk. She was why Zelda was here today.Zelda carried on up the stairs, wondering
what she would find there. But it was just another scene of vandalism. More sunlight poured in
through the broken windows and illuminated the clouds of dust Zelda kicked up as she walked.
By instinct, she went first to her old dormitory, beds for twelve girls arranged into opposite rows
of six, each with a cupboard and bedside table. She thought of the conversations they had had
there after lights out, secrets shared, hopes and dreams, grief at the loss of their parents, plans
for the future, crushes and loathings, mostly for the boys, who teased them mercilessly. But
Zelda had experienced her first feelings for a boy there, she remembered. Radu Prodan. She
had buried the memory for years, but now she remembered he had been beautiful, shy, quiet,
intelligent, with an untamed shock of blond hair and a habit of trying to smooth it down. Perhaps
she had loved him, as well as any girl could love a boy at the age of nine. She had no idea what
had become of Radu. Had boys been sold, too?The old beds had all been stripped down to their
metal frames, the tables upturned and the cupboards smashed. There was more graffiti. Zelda
wondered whether the vandals who had done all this had any idea what the place had been,
what lives had been nurtured here—nurtured and then stolen, in some cases. It didn’t
matter.She wandered the rooms and corridors in a daze until she came to an old storage room,
which was still full of boxes and packing crates. It was in one of these that she discovered a
damp, misshapen cardboard box full of old books, mostly water-damaged, mouldy and warped,
with curled pages and stained covers. But they were the books she remembered, the English
books: Jane Eyre, David Copperfield, Five Go to Mystery Moor, 4:50 From Paddington, The Sign
of Four, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. As she handled them, she felt tears burn in her
eyes, and soon the sobbing wracked her body. She let herself slump on the filthy floor to cry.
These were the kind of books that had filled her teenage hours with joy, romance, and
adventure.When the whirlwind of emotion passed, leaving Zelda feeling numb and tired again,
she put back the soggy book she had been holding—The Wind in the Willows—and made to
close the box. As she did so, she caught sight of a label affixed to the corner of one of the flaps.
It was faded and almost completely peeled off, but when she got closer, she was able to make
out a name and address: Vasile Lupescu, the name of the orphanage director, and the address
of the place she was in. But there was a second name, unknown to her. It was an English name,
William Buckley, and the address was in Suruceni, a village on the shores of Lake Danceni,
about twenty kilometres west of Chișinău.Was this, then, the address of her mysterious



benefactor? She had always wondered who it was, where the books had come from. Was he still
alive? Still in Suruceni? She hadn’t made any kind of plan beyond visiting the orphanage, hoping
she might find some clue to Vasile Lupescu’s whereabouts. Everything had depended on what
she discovered here. And now she had something concrete to go on. The first person she would
go to for information was William Buckley.ALL THE outside tables were occupied, but Banks
didn’t mind being relegated to the inside of the pub. They found a quiet corner and Banks
fetched a pint of Theakston’s bitter for each of them. Brian was moderately famous, as a
member of the Blue Lamps, and one or two of the drinkers stared as if they thought they
recognised him but weren’t quite sure.Cyril had recently installed some air-conditioning on the
cheap, and it managed to send a blast of chill air across the room every two or three minutes.
And then there was the background music, one of Cyril’s never-ending sixties playlists, always
full of surprises. There was something about that era of early sixties pop, before it became “rock”
and started taking itself seriously, that smacked of innocence and the sheer joy of being young
and alive. It was epitomised especially by the song playing at the moment: The Crystals singing
“Then He Kissed Me.” It sounded just like that first kiss tasted.“You all right, Dad?” Brian
asked.“Why? Don’t I look it?”“You seem a bit . . . I don’t know. Distracted.”“I suppose it was all the
excitement of the wedding,” he said. “The emotion. My little girl getting married. And seeing your
mother again. It’s been quite a while. I suppose I’m feeling just a little bit sad. And old.”“Yeah, it
was weird walking past where we used to live. Are you sure you’re OK, though?”Banks swigged
some beer. “Me? Course I am. Tough as old nails. It just feels like a momentous occasion. That’s
all.”“It is for Tracy. What do you think of Mark?”“He’s all right, I suppose. Could be a bit more . . .
you know . . . exciting. Adventurous.”“He’s an accountant, for crying out loud. What do you
expect?”Banks laughed. “I know. I know. And he does like Richard Thompson. That’s definitely a
point in his favour. She could have done a lot worse.”“She almost did, as I remember.”“Yes.”
Banks remembered the time when Tracy had taken up with the archetypal “bad boy” and almost
got herself killed as a result.“So maybe a little dull isn’t too bad?” Brian went on. “What about
you, though? Still living the exciting copper’s life?”“It’s rarely exciting. But what else would I
do?”“Same as everyone else your age, Dad. Putter about in the garden. Get an allotment. Ogle
young women. Drink too much. Watch TV.”Banks laughed. “I already do all those things. Except
the allotment. Maybe I should write my memoirs?”“You always said you hated writing
reports.”“Well . . . yes . . . but that’s different. Enough about me. What about you? The farewell
tour? How’s it going?”“Great so far. Mum and Sean came to the London show. Are you coming to
see us?”“Of course. Wouldn’t miss it for the world. The Sage. I’ve already got the tickets. Ray and
Zelda are coming, too.”“No date for you?”“Not these days, it seems. I think my allure must have
deserted me.” The music had changed again. Neil Sedaka was singing “Breaking Up is Hard to
Do.” He managed to make even such a sad song sound almost joyful. At that moment, Banks’s
mobile played its blues riff. The number was withheld, but that happened often enough not to be
a problem. He excused himself for a moment and went outside.“Yes?”“Banksy?”It could only be
Dirty Dick Burgess; no one else ever called him that. “Yes?”“Where are you? You sound



funny.”“I’m standing in the market square outside the Queen’s Arms on my way to my daughter’s
wedding reception. So make it fast.”“Sorry,” said Burgess. “Give her my . . . you
know . . .”“Right.”“Keeping busy?”“Oh, you know. The usual.”“Getting anywhere with the Blaydon
murders yet?”“It’s still early days,” said Banks. “As I said, I’m on my way to a rather important
wedding reception. I’m guessing you’ve called for some other reason than to yank my
chain?”“Oh, you’re no fun. But as a matter of fact, I have. You’re not the only one working on a
dead-end murder investigation.”“Where do I come in?”“I don’t want to say too much over the
phone, but I think we should meet and compare notes. Are you seriously busy?”“No. Well, yes,
but . . . we’re trying to make a case against Leka Gashi and the Albanians for Blaydon’s murder.
Trouble is, we don’t even know where they are.”“Leka Gashi and the Albanians,” repeated
Burgess. “Sounds like a rock band. Anyway, the Albanians can wait. They’ll be back. Don’t worry.
You’ll nail them. Do you think your boss will let you come out to play?”“You want me to come
down to London?”“I honestly can’t get away at the moment. Not for longer than an hour or two,
and that won’t even cover the train ride. Meetings up to the eyeballs. Otherwise, as you know,
nothing would please me more than a trip up north.”Banks couldn’t always figure out when, or if,
Burgess was being ironic.“I promise you it’ll be worthwhile,” Burgess went on. “And if you can get
here by lunch tomorrow, I’ll even buy. How’s that?”“An offer I can’t refuse.”“Excellent. Whenever
you can make it. Pret on—”“Hang on a minute. I’m not going all that way to be fobbed off with
Pret A Manger.”“Zizzi’s, then?”“You must be joking. Next thing you’ll be telling me it’s the NCA
canteen.”“Do we have one? Well, it’s not going to be Gordon bloody Ramsay’s or Michel Roux’s,
either, I can assure you.”“I’m sure you’ll find somewhere suitable. Text me in the
morning.”2ZELDA CALLED AT ONE OF THE CAR RENTAL AGENCIES she had passed earlier
and managed to rent an old grey Skoda with a starfish crack on the windscreen and so many
dents and scratches the young man at the counter didn’t even make her sign off on them.It was
an easy drive to Suruceni, and after the outskirts of Chișinău—more ruined buildings and half-
built tower blocks—she drove through pleasant, rolling countryside on E581, encountering very
little traffic.It was early evening when she pulled up in front of William Buckley’s house in the
southwest of the village, not too far from the lake. It was a small, detached bungalow of beige
stucco with a matching pantile roof and white mouldings around the arched windows. The house
was slightly raised, and there were four steps up to the side porch and door. The small garden
was untended, with not much but stones, dirt, and a few blades of parched grass. Even the
weeds were struggling against the heat. Two fat crows sat on the pantiles. They didn’t move as
Zelda walked up the steps and knocked on the door.At first, she thought there was no one home.
The silence was resounding. But she knocked again and heard a slow shuffling sound from
behind the door. Eventually, it opened, and a white-haired old man with what could only be
called a “lived-in” face peered out at her in some surprise. A book-jacket photo she had seen of
W.H. Auden came to mind. His face was a road map of a life hard lived, but his eyes were a
startling childlike blue, and by far his liveliest feature. They could have been the eyes of someone
her own age, Zelda found herself thinking.“Yes?” he said, speaking Moldovan. “Can I help



you?”Zelda spoke English. “Perhaps. Are you William Buckley?”“Ah, a compatriot,” Buckley said.
“Yes. I am he. And call me Bill. Please, charming lady, do come in. Don’t be afraid. I’m a
harmless, toothless old man.”Zelda smiled and followed him inside, taking in the framed
Japanese-style paintings and drawings on the wall and the sunlight through the arched windows.
Buckley shuffled ahead of her, a hunched figure, walking stick in his right hand. The bungalow
was small inside, just a living room, one bedroom, and kitchen/dining area, Zelda guessed, but it
was cosy. Bookcases lined two of the living-room walls, and each was so stuffed with books they
lay on their sides on top of other books. All in English.“To what do I owe the pleasure?” Buckley
asked, indicating that she should sit in a damask armchair at right angles to the matching sofa
which, judging by the little table holding a tea mug and a copy of Phineas Finn, was his spot.
“May I fetch you a cup of tea?”“I don’t want to trouble you.”“It’s no trouble. As a matter of fact, I
just made some. It should still be hot. Milk and sugar?”“Just a little milk, please, then.”Buckley
shuffled off and Zelda glanced around at the books. They covered all subjects—fiction, history,
poetry, music, art, literary criticism, theatre, architecture—and were of all shapes and sizes, from
dog-eared paperbacks that looked as if they had been bought in used bookshops, to recent
hardcovers in shiny dust jackets and oversized coffee table volumes.She was still reading titles,
her head slightly tilted, when Buckley came back with the tea. “A keen reader, are you?” he
asked.“Yes,” said Zelda.Buckley nodded slowly and handed her the tea, his wrinkled hand
shaking slightly.Zelda smiled. The room was stifling, and there was a slightly unpleasant smell of
neglected hygiene and spoiled food, but she could put up with it. If Buckley lived here alone, it
would be hard for him to deal with the myriad daily matters of simply keeping things ticking
over.As if reading her thoughts, he said, “I do have a local lady who comes in once a week and
cleans for me, but I’m afraid she’s not due next until tomorrow. I do apologise for the air of
neglect.”“It’s nothing,” said Zelda.Buckley half reclined on the sofa and grimaced, as if the
movement caused him pain. “You wanted to see me for some specific reason? Do I know
you?”Now that she was here facing him, Zelda wasn’t sure how to get things started. “Yes,” she
said. “I mean, no, you don’t know me, but I do want to see you. It’s about the orphanage.”“St.
George’s?”“That’s the one.”Buckley narrowed his eyes. “Don’t tell me you were there.”“I
was.”“You poor thing.”“Oh, no!” Zelda cried. “Don’t think that. I had a wonderful life there.
Everyone was so kind. The books and . . .” She found herself on the verge of tears. Was this man
truly her benefactor? Or could he have been her destroyer?“I meant to lose your parents at such
an early age. But I’m glad St. George’s was good to you. That was certainly the idea behind it.
Yes, I do believe it was a place where much good was done in a time when such things were the
exception rather than the rule. But how did you find out about me? I did my best to remain an
anonymous donor.”“I’ve been back there,” Zelda said. “Just now. It’s in ruins, but there was a box
of books in a storeroom, and your name and address were on them.”“Yes. I’m afraid St. George’s
closed its doors in 2009. A real tragedy. In Moldova, as I’m sure you know, everything no longer
used is simply left to decay at its own rate.” A mischievous smile crossed his features, giving
Zelda a glimpse of what he might have been like as a young man. And while he wasn’t exactly



toothless, he wasn’t far off. “Even many things which are still in use are falling apart. We are great
believers in entropy. We have a very cavalier attitude towards progress and development.”“You
say ‘we,’ ” Zelda said, “but you’re English, aren’t you?”“If you want to be accurate, I’m Welsh, but
as I’ve been here nearly thirty years now, the matter of my origins is quite academic. I have
certainly retained my interest in British culture, if that’s of any interest to you.”“Thirty years? B-
but, how? I mean . . . what . . . ?”“What have I been doing all that time? Why am I here?”“Yes. All
that.”“It’s a very dull story. I was what’s called a cultural attaché to the Romanian embassy in
Bucharest. A diplomat and cheerleader for the British Council. I moved here to Moldova during
the civil war, after the Soviets left in the early nineties. I suppose the long and the short of it is, I
fell in love.”“With?”“With the country, and with a woman. Cherchez la femme. It was a second
chance for me, you see. My first wife had died some years earlier, and I had never expected to
fall in love again. I was fifty four years old. She became my wife. Sadly, she, too, died, five years
ago.”“I’m sorry.”He waved his hand. “Not for you to be sorry, my dear. Though I know what you
mean, and I thank you for the sentiment. I’m surprised you don’t ask me why I fell in love with the
most undesirable country in Europe.”Zelda laughed. “Love is blind?”Buckley smiled his approval.
“Yes. That would be the easiest response, and perhaps the most accurate. But there’s a
simplicity to the place, to life here, once you know the ins and outs. I’m happy to end my days
here in Suruceni. There’s still corruption everywhere, I know, but the people have a spirit and a
strong sense of stoicism. We always managed to get by. We lived in Chișinău then, my wife and
I, and our house was always full of artists, writers, musicians. I taught English whenever I was
allowed to do so. I also supplemented my income by writing books and reviews.”“Would I know
your work?”Buckley laughed. “I hope not. No. I wrote under many pseudonyms. Potboilers in
every genre you could imagine. Novelisations of movies or TV series, romance, crime, horror,
science-fiction. You name it. I seem to have a talent for ventriloquism but no real voice of my
own. But you’re not here to talk about me.”“I am in a way,” said Zelda. “Besides, it’s an interesting
story.”“Probably not half as interesting as yours.”Zelda looked away. “You wouldn’t . . .” she said.
“You don’t want to . . .”“I’ve upset you, my dear. I apologise. It was a flippant remark. I can see
there has been much grief in your life.”Zelda shook her head. “It’s not . . . Oh, never mind. It’s
about the orphanage.”“What about it?”“The books, for a start. Did you send them?”“I did. For
many years. I suppose I was trying to spread my culture to a heathen land. No, that’s not strictly
true. Forgive me, I was arrogant. Moldova has her own poets. I wanted people—I wanted the
charges at St. George’s in particular—to experience the same pleasures I myself experienced
when I read those books as a child.”“Were you an orphan, may I ask?”“You may. And, yes, I was.
Am. My parents were both killed during the Blitz, in London. I have no brothers or sisters or any
other living relatives as far as I know. It gave me more freedom than I knew what to do with. I
don’t mean to belittle the grief and terrible sense of loss and aloneness, but did you have that
experience yourself, a kind of odd relief that there was no one else to satisfy, to please, no one to
make demands on you, to tell you what to do or in which direction to push?”“I’m afraid I never got
to experience the positive side of being an orphan. At least, not in that way. Kind as they were,



the nuns were always all too willing to make demands and tell us what to do!”Buckley smiled. “Of
course. I meant later.”“There was no later.” Zelda leaned forward and clasped her hands on her
knees. “But the books. I must . . . I have to thank you. Without them, I don’t know what I would
have done.”“I’m happy my gifts didn’t fall on stony ground.”“Oh, not at all! Those were some of
the happiest times of my life, curled up in bed reading Enid Blyton or Charlotte Brontë. I felt as if I
had always known English, as if it were my first language. I don’t remember working hard to learn
it. Even later, in my darkest times, when I couldn’t make time to read, I always tried to summon
up those memories. Peggotty. Jane. Julian, Dick, Anne, and George. And Timmy, of course. And
Modesty Blaise. I loved Modesty Blaise. She became my benchmark if ever I was in trouble.
Sometimes it worked. Sometimes they made me feel safe again, but . . .”“It’s a hard, cruel world
out there, my dear. I know,” said Buckley. “And there’s rarely a Willie Garvin to charge in and
rescue you.”Zelda stared down at her clasped hands. She felt the tears struggling for release
again. Held them back. This man could not have been her destroyer; she was certain of it.“So
you were born here?” Buckley asked.“Dubăsari.”“I don’t know it.”“There’s nothing to know. It’s a
small place. In Transnistria. Near the Ukraine border. There’s an amusement park.”“And your
parents?”“Both killed in the civil war. They weren’t participating, you understand. Just civilian
casualties.”“Indeed. There was plenty of ‘collateral damage.’ You must have been very young.”“I
was four.”“And so you arrived at St. George’s.”“Yes. It was very new at the time. Only in its second
year, I think.” Zelda laughed. “You could still smell the fresh paint.”“For all that you have to thank a
man called Klaus Bremner.”Zelda frowned. “Klaus Bremner. I’ve never heard the name.”“You
wouldn’t,” said Buckley. “Besides, he’s long dead now. But for a while, in the uncertain days of
the late 80s, when the Russian Empire was collapsing and a new Eastern Europe was struggling
to be born, we were the best of friends. It was Klaus who put up the money for the orphanage
and established the St. George’s Trust to keep it running even after his death. For a while, at any
rate.”“But why? Was he an orphan, too?”“Klaus? No. And he was much older than me. He was a
German soldier during World War Two. He fought in the Jassy-Kishinev Offensive.”“I remember
learning about that in history class.”“It was an important battle. 1944. The Russians defeated the
occupying German army and drove them out of Moldova. It was what Klaus witnessed in
Kishinev, as it was known then—especially the number of orphaned children wandering the
streets—that stayed with him. The guilt. He had never been a fully-fledged Nazi. Like many
Germans, he was just doing his duty to save himself from being shot. He didn’t do it with as
much relish as some.”“But what has that to do with St. George’s?”“After the war, Klaus went to
America, where he made his fortune in the engineering industry. I don’t know all the details, but
he was a very clever man, an industrial engineer before the war, and he came up with a few new
ideas that were embraced by the new West Germany. I imagine he took a few of those secrets
with him to share with the Americans. That way they could easily overlook his having been on
the other side during the war. By the end of the Soviet era, when the Wall came down, Klaus,
now called Claude, was a very rich man. He travelled to Moldova and Romania often and he
even owned a winery here, near Cricova, but less famous.”“When you were the cultural



attaché?”“Towards the end of my time in Bucharest. But that was where we first met, yes. Klaus
was a very cultured man. We shared a passion for opera and symphony concerts. He and I
travelled from Bucharest to Kishinev together on several occasions. He told me about the
devastation he had witnessed, the scale of human suffering, the misery of the war. You won’t
remember, but there were also terrible stories about Romanian orphanages then, too. Abuse
and neglect. I suppose you could say he had an epiphany. And he hatched a plan.”“For an
orphanage?”“Yes. St. George’s.”“Whose idea was the books?”“Both of us. Believe it or not, Klaus
was an anglophile. Teaching English was to be a priority. Other languages, too, of course, but
particularly English. Your English is excellent, by the way, my dear. He saw it as the future, and
none of us knew what lay ahead for Moldova or Romania. We both loved the English classics,
and I was still able to get my hands on as many books as I wanted through my connection with
the British Council and the newspapers I reviewed for. Also, I don’t know if you’re aware, but this
village is famous for its monastery, the Monastery of St. George. It’s been here since 1785 and is
home to a group of Orthodox nuns. Even the Soviets tolerated them. They still farm the land on
the edges of the village. I had been coming here for years to get away from city life in Bucharest,
for peace and quiet to write, and I had got to know some of them.”“The nuns?”“You remember, of
course. Yes. These nuns helped with the orphanage. They taught lessons, cooked the food, did
the cleaning, took care of you children.”“I never knew,” Zelda said. “Where they came from, I
mean. Why they did what they did.”“They did it because it was in their nature to do good.”“They
were kind. Distant, but kind.”“So I heard. Not always the case with nuns, as I understand. Ask the
Irish. So that was your lucky childhood.”“Your books and Klaus Bremner’s epiphany. Yes.”“And
the nuns.”“And the nuns.”Zelda swallowed. She felt overwhelmed by the information and the
emotion it generated. But she knew she had to steel herself to find out what she had come for,
even though the thought of doing so made her feel duplicitous. From all she had heard and
observed so far, she was convinced that neither William Buckley nor Klaus Bremner had
anything to do with her fate. She knew she might be wrong, of course. Often the nastiest of
monsters lurk behind the most pleasing facades, and Nazis, of course, were among the nastiest.
The whole orphanage, for example, could have been a scheme to raise young virgins for the
sacrifice. But she didn’t think so. Nor did she think they knew what went on. After all, both
Buckley and Bremner had only distant connections with St. George’s. She had never heard of
either of them the entire time she was there. They weren’t involved in the day-to-day
management of who was coming or going. That would have been Vasile Lupescu.“Do you
remember Vasile Lupescu?” she asked. The name almost turned to stone on her lips.“Vasile? Of
course. He was director from the beginning until the end.”“Do you know what happened to
him?”“Nothing happened to him, my dear. It was 2009, the wake of the great financial crisis, the
collapse of so many economies. The trust Claude had set up failed. Apparently, it wasn’t quite as
inviolable as he had intended it to be. It was all a terrible tragedy, a very sad time for us all. But
there was nothing we could do. When the orphanage closed, Vasile was just about ready to
retire. So that was what he did.”“And now?”“As far as I know he lives in Purcari. It’s in the far



south-east, not too far from the Ukraine border. Odessa. Good wine country. I think he has family
down there.”“I’ve heard of it,” said Zelda. “Do you ever see him?”“Not often. I rarely see anyone
these days. You’re probably the first person I’ve spoken to in ages, except for my cleaning lady,
and certainly the first I’ve had any sort of conversation with in weeks, maybe months. And we
weren’t close friends, Vasile and I, even when we were both in Chișinău. The last time I saw him
was when he travelled up to the city on business, and we met for lunch. But that was over a year
ago. Why do you ask?”“I just wondered, that’s all. He was an important presence in our lives.”“He
certainly was. He took care of all the administrative details—admissions, transitions, and
everything. I’m sure he’d be very pleased if you were to tell him that. Are you planning on going
to see him, too?”“Yes, I might do. Can you give me his address? Would that be all right?”“Of
course. I don’t see why not.” Buckley had a small diary on his table, and he leafed through it,
then gave her an address in Purcari. Zelda glanced at her watch and realised she wouldn’t be
able to make it down there until well after dark. Instead, she decided to go back to the Radisson
Blu in Chișinău and try to get a good night’s sleep, if such a thing were possible after the
conversation she had just had. She had one more day left in Moldova before her flight left at 5:35
the following evening, so she might as well spend it in Purcari.At the door, they shook hands,
and Buckley said, “I don’t know why you came here, my dear, and why you wanted to hear an old
man’s ramblings, but I sense some sort of mission on your part, some desire to reacquaint
yourself with your roots, make peace with the past. Is that it?”“Something like that,” said Zelda,
hating herself for misleading him.“Then let me thank you for your company and your
conversation. And I wish you good luck in your quest.”Zelda thanked William Buckley again for
the books, for giving her a childhood and early adolescence, at least, then she took her
leave.BANKS KNEW he shouldn’t have done, but he drove home from the reception when the
whole thing was fast becoming an endless DJ ego trip to a soundtrack of bad nineties synth-pop
and electropop music.Brian and two fellow band members who were with him had performed a
brief unplugged set earlier, including “Blackbird,” one of Banks’s favourite Beatles songs, even
though it was McCartney and he had always regarded himself as a Lennon man.The music had
started to go downhill soon after Brian and his friends had left. Banks said farewell to his own
and Mark’s parents, all four still bravely soldiering on, and to Sandra and Sean, who were
themselves just about to leave. Then he walked over to Tracy and Mark, embraced his daughter
and shook her husband’s hand. Tracy thanked him for his cheque, and he could tell by her tone
that it had been enough. That was a relief.Before leaving, he took Mark aside and said, only half
joking, “Break her heart and I’ll break your neck.”“Don’t worry, sir. Mr. Banks,” Mark replied
nervously, his Adam’s apple bobbing.“Alan,” said Banks, patting him on the back. “You’re family
now. But remember what I said, or you’ll have me to answer to.”Despite having had a couple
more glasses of wine on top of the pint, enough time had elapsed that Banks felt perfectly sober
as he got in the car. As a cop in the Eastvale region for many years, he knew well enough that
there weren’t any patrol cars out in the dale at this time of night, but he drove carefully. Not so
much so that it seemed as if he were trying to drive carefully, but sticking to the speed limits and



signalling properly. He made it back home in one piece, without incident.There was a chill in the
air, so instead of going out into the garden, he poured himself a glass of claret, sat in the
conservatory, and put on Dylan’s Time Out of Mind to counteract the DJ’s music that lingered
like the aural equivalent of a bad smell.Burgess’s call intrigued him, and he wondered what it
could be about. It was true that he didn’t have a lot on his plate at the moment, but what he did
have, the Blaydon case, had become much more complex and frustrating over the past few
days.A crooked property developer called Connor Clive Blaydon and his factotum Neville
Roberts had been found murdered by Banks and DC Gerry Masterson in the swimming pool
area of Blaydon’s mansion just over a week ago. The post-mortem revealed that both had been
shot and that, while Roberts had died of his wound, Blaydon had subsequently been sliced open
from the groin to the breastbone and his body dumped in the pool. Technically, he had drowned
to death because the bullet hadn’t hit any major organs and he had been using his hands to hold
his intestines inside rather than to swim to safety.The major suspect, Leka Gashi, a member of
the Shqiptare, the Albanian Mafia, was a “business partner” of Blaydon’s. The “business”
included money laundering and county lines drug dealing, two activities that could easily result
in violence. The MO matched Gashi’s style, too. He was suspected of being behind the murder
of a Leeds dealer called Lenny G, also gutted, who had previously managed a county line.There
was no clear motive, but Gashi and Blaydon were old partners in crime. Gerry had recently
discovered that the two had met in Corfu some twenty years ago, much earlier than she had
originally thought. Blaydon had owned a villa there since about 2002, and he had kept his yacht,
the Nerea, moored at a marina near Kavos for a few years before that. A falling-out among
thieves was not unusual, in Banks’s experience.Because Gashi and his cronies had an alibi and
were now thought to be hiding out in the Albanian countryside, the case would have been
languishing in limbo until they found him, as they had no other leads. But just a couple of days
ago a cache of MiniSD cards and a wad of cash amounting to £30,000 had been found hidden
in a special compartment at the back of the wardrobe in the factotum’s cubbyhole. Apparently,
what none of the guests at Blaydon’s famous parties had realised was that several of the
bedrooms were fitted with minicams, which were motion- or sound-activated. This discovery, of
course, raised the possibility that it was Neville Roberts, and not Blaydon, who was the intended
victim. On further investigation, it turned out that Roberts used to be an audio and video
technician until he was jailed for his part in the illegal surveillance of a client’s business rival.DI
Annie Cabbot and DC Gerry Masterson, Banks’s “team,” were patiently going through and
logging the material on the cards. So far, they had found that Roberts’s victims included judges,
a local MP, one ex-chief constable, a pop singer, an American evangelist keen to make property
investments, an award-winning film director, a bishop, a premier league footballer and a Scottish
rugby international, among others. No royalty appeared to be involved, except a minor baronet,
who didn’t really count. All had enjoyed Blaydon’s parties, fuelled by vast amounts of alcohol and
cocaine and the loving attentions of hordes of beautiful young women, many of them probably
too young.But the most recent development had occurred just the previous day, when they came



across what appeared to be a video recording of a rape among a number of films that Annie
Cabbot called “married-men-who-should-know-better shagging young girls.” There was
something wrong with the recording, a technical fault it seemed, and the images were dark and
blurred. Neither the rapist nor his victim was recognisable. A video technician Gerry knew at
County HQ was working on an enhancement. And that was where things stood. Two separate
cases, perhaps, but occurring in the same house and separated in time by only five weeks:
Blaydon and Roberts had been killed on 22 May and the rape footage was dated 13 April.Banks
ran his hand over his hair and stopped thinking about the case for a few moments to listen to
“Cold Irons Bound,” then checked his watch and headed for bed. He needed to be up bright and
early in the morning to catch his train.Before he fell asleep, snapshots of Tracy, from childhood to
the present, flashed through his mind, and the last image that came was of her beaming in her
wedding dress just as the ceremony ended. She was beaming at Mark. Banks had given her
away, and then, as he had stood beside her, he had felt that he had lost something, though his
heart was filled with happiness.3ZELDA GOT UP EARLY TO PREPARE HERSELF FOR HER
journey to Purcari. She had never been in the far south-east of Moldova before, though she knew
of its reputation for fine wines and beautiful landscapes. As she sat over her breakfast of fruit
and yoghurt, she looked at the map she had bought the previous day and checked it against the
Google Maps on her laptop. It wouldn’t be an arduous journey. The fastest route would take her
straight south-east and should take no longer than a couple of hours. Moldova wasn’t a big
country. She also had to check out of her hotel before she left and arrange to leave the rental car
at the airport.Her visits to the derelict orphanage and to William Buckley had thrown her askew,
brought back feelings and memories she hadn’t known she had, but she had enjoyed a good
night’s sleep—no nightmares or sweats, for once—and she felt ready to go on and bring her
quest to an end. Lupescu would be the last one; she was almost certain of that.She finished her
breakfast and refilled her coffee cup. Her room was fine, but there wasn’t much of a view except
the car park below, so she sat cross-legged on the unmade bed and watched the BBC World
News on TV. There was nothing new, and certainly nothing pleasant. She checked her email and
sent Raymond a quick upbeat message.The address she wanted was on the northern edge of
Purcari, which wasn’t a big place. Zelda still had no idea how she would play the confrontation
with Vasile Lupescu, and every time she tried to imagine it, it turned out differently. She hadn’t
done a great deal of forward planning, and she couldn’t do much now. Nor had she planned any
sort of fail-safe escape. If all went well, she would have no problem doing what needed to be
done and getting to the airport in Chișinău in time to drop off the car and make her flight to
London. If all went well.But the best-laid plans, in her experience, often went wrong. She had
learned from her past that murder was an unpredictable business. There were too many
variables. What if he wasn’t in? What if he was surrounded by family? What if he simply refused
to see her, shut the door in her face? What if he lived on a busy street and there were lots of
people around? In these circumstances, Zelda realised, she might well have to abort. Or at least
postpone. If things went smoothly, then she simply had to make sure that there was no chance of



discovery before she was well on the way to London. With a little judicious cleaning up and a
certain amount of care in not appearing too conspicuous, or being seen by too many people,
that should be easy enough.She worried a little about William Buckley. If he heard about
anything happening to Lupescu, he would no doubt remember Zelda’s visit. He might tell the
police if they asked him, but why would they? And the odds were that he most likely wouldn’t
hear about it anyway. Besides, there was nothing she could do about it now. She didn’t know
how good the detectives were in Moldova, but she doubted they were up to the same level as
Alan Banks and his team; there was surely no way they could trace and arrest her within a
couple of hours. They had done nothing to find or help her when she was abducted.Zelda
showered and dressed, amazed at how calm she was feeling. She held her hands out. No
shakes. She didn’t want to get caught. She wanted more than anything for it all to be over so she
could get back to Raymond and get on with their life together in Yorkshire. Explore the world of
painting and sculpture in more depth. Cook dinners for friends. Learn to enjoy that dreadful
sixties music Raymond played. Try to persuade his daughter Annie that she wasn’t such a
monster. But then, she realised, she was a monster, wasn’t she? How could she fool herself into
believing otherwise? She shrugged off the thought. Lupescu would be the last one. Then she
would put it all behind her. But she had to do this. Until she did, the past would keep growing, like
a cancer inside her, consuming or blotting out all that was good in her life.One thing she had to
make sure she didn’t forget, she thought, as she packed her bags ready for checkout, was the
knife she had bought in the shopping mall yesterday after her meeting with William Buckley. She
held it in her hand, saw the blade glint in the sunlight through the window, then slipped it into her
handbag.THAT FOLLOWING morning on the train, Banks relaxed in his seat, his mild hangover
fading under the ministrations of two extra-strength paracetamol. He listened to Abdullah
Ibrahim’s Dream Time as he watched the summer landscape of the English heartland flash by:
bright-coloured canal boats, anglers casting their lines from the grassy banks of large tree-lined
ponds, farmers out working the fields, distant green woodlands, squat church towers with gold
weathervanes catching the light. It could be another age, he thought, another country, not the
troubled and troubling one he was living in. He succeeded in relaxing to such an extent that he
drifted off to sleep before the music ended, and the sudden arrival at King’s Cross came as a
shock to his system.Banks took off his headphones as the train disgorged its passengers, and
merged with the rushing river of humanity. Unintelligible messages crackled over the
loudspeakers, and travellers dashed for connections, dragging enormous wheeled suitcases
behind them, running over toes and bumping thighs, oblivious to everyone else. Others stood
and stared at signs and noticeboards as if lost.Banks threaded his way through the crowds and
took the escalator down to the Underground, where it got hotter and more humid the deeper he
went. He found the right platform and took the Victoria Line to Vauxhall, standing all the way, and
walked up behind the MI6 building, famous from the James Bond movies, to The Rose on the
Albert Embankment, where Burgess had arranged to meet him. It was a Victorian pub, or gastro-
pub, as it was called now, with a view of the Houses of Parliament, warm gold in the early



afternoon sun, over the river beyond Lambeth Bridge.Burgess was already waiting in a booth,
and Banks joined him, glancing around at the chandeliers and vintage furniture. “Very nice,” he
said. “At least the decor beats Pret’s.”Burgess passed Banks a menu. “The food’s supposed to
be good,” he said. “And not too expensive. Let’s order first. I’m having the homemade fish-finger
sandwich.”Banks scanned the menu and settled on a roast beef burger with smoky chipotle
mayo.“Drink?” Burgess asked.“What are you drinking?”“Krombacher Pils.”Again, Banks glanced
at the menu. “Brixton pale ale, please.” Hair of the dog.Burgess went up to the bar. The pub was
crowded, obviously a popular lunch spot for both local office workers and tourists walking along
the riverside. And what a day for it. Banks glanced out of the window at the throng of people
walking up and down the Embankment in the heat of the midday sun. Most wore sunglasses,
shorts, sandals, and T-shirts. Many carried cameras, pushed prams or held hands with small
children. He found himself thinking how quickly things could change if a terrorist with a knife ran
into the crowd and started stabbing people. Or a speeding van suddenly veered off the road on
to the pavement. It was the police officer’s curse, he told himself, to be so often imagining the
worst. But things like that did happen. Had happened not so long ago, not so far away, and would
certainly happen again. Relish every moment, as his poet friend Linda Palmer had told
him.Burgess returned quickly with the drinks. Banks remembered how good he was at bars; not
for him any worries about who was first in line. It was all to do with who could push hardest and
shout loudest. Banks sipped. It tasted good. They chatted briefly about Burgess’s morning of
meetings up the road at NCA headquarters and Banks’s journey through the heartland. Now,
though, he was back in the present in the thriving capital, just upriver from the centre of power.
He tried not to think about what nefarious business might be going on in there. Backstabbing
and prevarication, for the most part, he guessed. Perhaps politics had always been like that, but
it seemed to him to have taken a turn for the worse over the last three or four years.“So what is
it?” he asked. “You said you were working on something that might concern me.”Burgess leaned
back. “Don’t get your hopes up too high. But, yes, I think it might.”“In what way?”“In two ways.
That bloke you’ve been after for so long. The one who tried to kill you, set fire to your house.”“Phil
Keane.”“That’s the one.”“And the other?”“That young woman you’ve got a thing for. Zelda.”“I’m
intrigued,” said Banks. “Do go on.”“It’s a bit complicated. I’ve been trying to put it all in order while
I was waiting for you.”“Give it a try. I’m sure I’ll be able to follow.”Burgess took a deep breath, then
a few gulps of beer. “Right,” he said. “You know about Zelda’s boss?”“Trevor Hawkins, the one
who burned to death in a chip-pan fire?”“That’s the one. Well, the two officers who’ve been
investigating his death, Deborah Fletcher and Paul Danvers, haven’t found any evidence of foul
play, but there are one or two anomalies, and Danvers isn’t quite convinced that it was an
accident. It seems that your friend Zelda visited the street where Hawkins lived a couple of days
after the fire.”“I know that,” said Banks. “You told me all about it the last time we talked.”“Hear me
out. Allow me my preamble. It’s difficult enough as it is.”“OK.”Their food came, and they took a
few bites in silence then carried on talking while they ate. “Paul Danvers was suspicious enough
to widen his inquiry a bit, ask questions around the street and so on,” Burgess went on. “They



talked to Zelda again, for example, but she was about as helpful as the first time. Mmm, this fish
is good. How about your burger?”“It’s fine,” Banks said. “Zelda couldn’t be helpful because she
didn’t know anything.”Burgess raised an eyebrow. “Are you sure about that?”“What do you
mean?”“Let’s not forget how important Hawkins was. He was an agent of the NCA, running a
special bureau compiling a database and facial recognition data of known sex traffickers. Your
friend Zelda worked for him as a civilian consultant, using her special skills as a super-
recogniser and her experience of the trafficking world to put names to faces. That way, they
could track the movements of major players, keep an eye on who was climbing up the ladder,
who was in, who was out, and so on. The long and the short of it is that a young bartender down
the road in Hawkins’s local pub, The George and Dragon, recalls a woman coming in one
lunchtime shortly after the fire and asking questions about Hawkins.”“Like what?”“Whether he
was a regular. Whether he had ever met anyone there.”“And what did he tell her?”“That Hawkins
was a regular, but that he usually only dropped in for a quick half and the Times crossword after
work.”“Usually?”Burgess took a bite of his sandwich before answering. “He said he did once,
quite recently, see Hawkins meet and talk with another man in the pub. Said it appeared as if
they knew one another and the meeting was prearranged. Apparently, the woman showed Chris
—that’s the bartender—a photograph, and he recognised the man from it.”“Who was he?”“That
we don’t know. And Chris wasn’t able to give us a clear description. You know—medium,
medium, light brown hair, ordinary. He had a beard, too. One of those artsy type thingies. Van
Dyke or goatee, whatever they call it. He didn’t know the man’s name, either.”“Pity.”“There was
one tiny pinprick of light.”“Yes?”“He certainly remembered the woman, and he gave us a very
detailed description of her. Sounded as if he was more than a little smitten, so Danvers told me.
And I have to say, Banksy, that she sounds remarkably like your Zelda.”“What if it was her?”
Banks asked, spearing a fat chip. “It doesn’t necessarily mean anything.”“I disagree. Where’s
your copper’s instinct? Don’t you think it’s odd? I mean, I can just about swallow that she visited
her dead boss’s burned-out house because she was curious. But asking questions in his local
about who he’d been meeting is going a bit too far. Don’t you think so? Why? And who was it in
the photograph she showed Chris the barman?”“So you think Zelda’s involved?”“We know that
she didn’t kill Trevor Hawkins. She was out of the country at the time of the fire. And neither
Danvers nor I can accept that she somehow paid for it or arranged to have it done.”“Which
leaves?”“Danvers’s theory is that she was suspicious of Hawkins’s activities. For some reason,
she suspected him of being in the pay of the enemy, the traffickers, or somehow in thrall to them.
Does that make any sense to you?”Banks drank some beer and thought for a moment. “I
suppose it does,” he agreed reluctantly. “But what of it?”“Surely it’s significant if she had some
reason to suspect him of being bent? She may have been watching him, observing him at work,
even following him. Maybe his trafficker paymasters found out, and he started to become a
liability?”“Are you saying Zelda was responsible for Hawkins’s death?”“I’m saying that she was
sticking her nose in where it wasn’t wanted. The outcome was unpredictable. Though anyone
with half a brain could probably have worked out it would end in tears.”“But we don’t know any of



this. It’s mere speculation on your part.”“As is so much of our job. And you know that, too. Come
on, Banksy. Are you so pussy-whipped you can’t see the wood for the trees?”Banks bristled, but
he knew Burgess was right. Up to a point. There was nothing sexual between him and Zelda.
She was Ray Cabbot’s partner, and he respected that. Even if he believed he was in with a
chance, which he didn’t, he wouldn’t make a move on her. He didn’t do things like that to his
friends. Not that she had given the slightest inclination of interest. But, yes, he liked her
company, and yes, he lusted after her. What man wouldn’t?
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G. Holley, “Banks is Aging. Not that aging is a negative aspect of life. What I appreciate is
Robinson's ability to age this character so gracefully. An example is that usually Banks finds a
woman who he is really attracted to and usually ends up sharing a brief liaison, but soon looses.
He still appreciates the beauty and intelligence of women, but his appetites are more refined.I do
have to say that over the years I have enjoyed the immense talents of Robinson. I never quite
knew how the twists of the story would play out. This time I was so involved with the plot that I
was able to discern how Banks would get out of a sticky situation, but didn't see an important
absence coming. Blinded sided was I.”

MICHAEL CRAMER, “NOT DARK YET by PETER ROBINSON. 'NOT DARK YET' by PETER
ROBINSON. I've read all of the Alan Banks novels because thNOTey are so well written. The
main characters are fully developed and unforgettable. I have grieved in the past when a
character I feel I know from an Author I read as soon as their newest offering is published, dies. I
lose a friend.This, 'Not Dark Yet,' is once again so very worth reading. I lived it from front to back.
Thank you Peter Robinson for Alan Banks and the other characters that make up his world.”

Elizabeth P., “Great Book!!. Peter Robinson is one of my favorite authors. The DCI Banks books
are all favorites. This one seemed a bit different but it was still as good as ever. The two cases in
this book kept me guessing. I’m a little worried after the finish but I hope there are many more to
come. I highly recommend this series.”

clarkduck, “Alan Banks/Peter Robinson at their best. I’ve read all of Peter Robinson’s work-Alan
Banks series, other novels, and short stories-and “Not Dark Yet” is one of my favorites. The plot
moves along in an understandable fashion. The characters are well developed-so you can see
them in your mind’s eye. It kept my interest so I read it in a couple days. Only “In A Dry Season”
compares with “Not Dark Yet” as far as I’m concerned-both extremely good novels in the Alan
Banks series. Love the Yorkshire,UK setting. Enjoyed learning something about Moldova,
Albania, and Paris. If you like the Alan Banks series or English murder mysteries, you’ll enjoy
this.”

Paris, “Great, as ever. My only complaint is that I read this so quickly and thus have another long
wait for the next. I have always enjoyed this series and found the latest another good read. The
characters, the settings and the style are familiar, a few hours away from our current reality and
all the better for that. I was initially unsure about the Zelda storyline but as the book progressed, I
found myself very much caught up in it and stayed up way too late to finish it, then was sorry I
had done so, simply because it meant no more Banks for some time.After a long break between
the previous book and this, I had forgotten that PR’s writing can be quite basic in its descriptions
and initially found myself somewhat critical of telling, not showing; too many unnecessarily basic



accounts of what Banks thought; this could have been more elegantly achieved through
discourse. Generally, I see PR as a more skilled and able writer than this might indicate. I
became very caught up in the story and perhaps because of this, overlooked/adapted to that
shortcoming. Perhaps I will look back at earlier books, to see if all have been like this. I
appreciate brief glimpses into either PR’s or Alan Banks’ politics, not sure whose. I am sure
some will disapprove, but, Covid aside, it is supposedly set in the real world and people do have
views. I wondered how Banks would manage the moral dilemmas of Zelda’s actions and was
interested in their resolution. It made me wonder how many more of this series there will be; as a
fan, one part of me hopes for many but there is also the law of diminishing returns in long
running series and I’d hate to see this one go the way of worn out tropes. My last reading of
James Lee Burke was an object lesson in what not to do. I hope PR is too aware of the pitfalls for
that to happen.Next time, I am awaiting the return of the lovely Winsome; her maternity leave
has been very long!”

Steve Duke, “The Alpha Lion Sits Back As The Cubs Go After The Prey.. This is the finale of a
trilogy featuring Alan Banks against East European gangsters. It relies on the author skillfully
slipping enough information into this book to remind the reader of the storyline of the preceding
two. He succeeds magnificently. The reader might struggle to understand this if read as a stand
alone novel. No problem; read Banks 25 and 26 first - they are great books in their own rights
and you will gain from the steady application of complexity, tension and great story telling.This is
rather a clever and ambitious book in that there is no fresh crime; the two murders took place in
the previous novel, Many Rivers To Cross; and one other serious crime is discovered in Not Dark
Yet. But it is far more than a mere tidying up of the loose ends. The three crimes are complex and
the denouement satisfying. Writing well enough to sustain the reader's attention in a storyline
stretching across three novels must be incredibly difficult, but this author pulls it off with
laurels.Mr Robinson features Banks' team mates, Annie and Gerry more prominently, and it is
they who solve the crimes. Indeed, Banks is more of a bit player than I recall him ever being
before.; and there are little hints at his retirement.The East European femme fatale, Zelda, who is
a central thread in the trilogy, is a much more rounded and convincing character in the finale. Her
story appears to end here along with her partner's, with plenty of absorbing detail. A lesser,
ordinary writer would have failed at this and turned her into a second class Laura Croft. Mr
Robinson makes no such mistakeAnything to niggle us pedants? The device people under
duress are put through is a wringer, not a ringer!Great book - his best to date.”

The book by Peter Robinson has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4,228 people have provided feedback.
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